to investigate the boundary eNCE (or B-eNCE) graph grammars, of which the B-NLC grammars are a special case (see [4] ). In our expérience these B-eNCE grammars enjoy all the nice properties of the B-NLC grammars, whereas they are much easier to handle and understand (mainly because of the way edge labels may be manipulated by eNCE grammars). Moreover, it is shown in [4] that some additional results, such as a Chomsky and a Greibach normal form, hold for B-eNCE grammars which cannot be obtained for B-NLC grammars.
In this note we consider the complexity of recognizing B-eNCE languages. It was shown in [12] that connected B-NLC languages of bounded degree are in P, Le., can be recognized in polynomial time (and the same holds for node relabelings of such languages). We generalize and improve this result by showing that connected B-eNCE languages of bounded degree are in LOG (CF), i.e., are log-space reducible to a context-free language. Such a result can be used as a quick method for showing that spécifie sets of graphs areinLOG(CiO, Independently, Lautemann shows in [11] a similar, but stronger, result for a related type of graph grammar. He shows that a particular subset of the hyperedge replacement languages is in LOG (CF). It follows from the results of [5] that this subset (properly) contains the set of connected B-eNCE languages of bounded degree.
We consider undirected node and edge labeled graphs without loops; multiple edges are allowed, but not with the same label. Formally, a graph is a System H=(V, E, Z, F, cp), where V is the fïnite set of nodes, E^{{v, A, , w}|t?, weV, v^w, XeT} is the set of labeled edges, S is the alphabet of node labels, F is the alphabet of edge labels, and <p : F-»£ is the node labeling function. We use GR X r to dénote the set of all graphs with node label alphabet £ and edge label alphabet F. The components of graph H will be indicated by V H , E H , S fl , F H , and <p H . A graph language is a set of graphs. A graph language L is connected if all graphs in L are connected, and it is of bounded degree if there is a d such that each node in each graph of L has degree ^d (i. e., has at most d incident edges).
An eNCE grammar is a System G~(L, A, F, Q, P, S), where S is the alphabet of node labels, A <= S is the alphabet of terminal node labels (éléments of 2-A are called nonterminal node labels), F is the alphabet of edge labels, QgF is the alphabet of final edge labels, P is the finite set of productions, and SeX-A is the initial non terminal. A production neP is of the form n = (X, D, B 
Thus, x inherits some of the edges that connect v to its neighnours, possibly with a different label. The result of this transformation is a graph K in GR Z r .H => (V) n) Kor just H=>Kwi\\ be used to dénote the transformation (for a more formai définition ^e [4] ). The language gênerated by G is L(G)-{HeGR A n \S=>* H} (where S is a graph with just one node labeled 5, and=>* is the transitive and reflexive closure of=>). Thus, L{G) contains ail graphs derivable from S which have only terminal nodes and final edges. The class of all languages generated by eNCE grammars is denoted eNCE.
Next, we introducé the subclass of eNCE grammars we are interested in in this paper. Let G = (L, A, T, Q, P, S) be an eNCE grammar. G is a BeNCE grammar (B for boundary) if, for every n e P, rhs (n) contains no edges between nonterminal nodes. The class of all languages generated by a B-eNCE grammar is denoted B-eNCE. It is easy to see that in sentential forms of B-eNCE grammars no edges can appear between nonterminal nodes. Therefore, the order of rewriting two nonterminal nodes in a sentential form of a B-eNCE grammar does not influence the result (in contrast to arbitrary eNCE grammars). This observation is important to be able to understand the proof of the result of this note.
In order to prove the LOG (CF) result, it is convenient to use the following normal forms. An eNCE grammar G = (2, A, F, O, P, S) is in Greibach normal form if, for every production neP, rhs(n) contains exactly one terminal node. G is neighbourhood preserving if for ail H and K such that 5=>*H=> (X n) K in G, if {x, X, y}eE H , then there is a node ze V rhs{n} and a \ieT such that (z, X, [i, <p H (y))eB(n). Thus, ail edges incident with x are "used" to establish a new edge in K, Using the results in the literature, it can be shown that there is a neighbourhood preserving B-eNCE grammar in Greibach. normal form for each B-eNCE language (the neighbourhood preserving result is shown in [5] , the Greibach résuit in [4] ; it is not difficult to see that the proof in [5] preserves the Greibach property).
We are now ready to prove that connected B-eNCE languages of bounded degree are in LOG(CF). Since LOG(CF)^P this improves the result in [12] for B-NLC languages. Moreover, since every context-free language can be generaled by a B-eNCE grammar (coding a string as an edge labeled chain), this is the best possible result, using log-space réductions. Our proof is based on the fact that LOG (CF) is the class of languages accepted by alternating Turing machines that use logarithmic space and polynomial tree-size ( [13, 14] ). It also uses the recent result that NSPACE (logTz) is closed under complement ( [6, 15] Proof: Let d^l be such that each graph in L has degree ^J. Let G -(E, A, F, Q, P,S) be a neighbourhood preserving B-eNCE grammar in Greibach normal form with L(G) = L. Assume that S does not appear as label in the right-hand side of a production. Let HeGR A fi be a connected graph (this can be checked in nondeterministic O(logn) space, where n is the length of H when encoded as a string in the usual way). We give an algorithm for an alternating Turing machine that checks in O (log n) space and polynomial tree-size that HeL. The algorithm consists of one recursive boolean function, invoked as Parse (5, 0, 0). It is a generaüzed version of Algorithm 20 in [2] , which in turn is based on Algorithm 3.5 of [1]. The statement "CHECK THATa" is syntactic sugar for "IF NOT a THEN RETURN (FALSE) FI". CHECK THAT #Crit-e<fees ^^; 11.
CHOOSE a partition { P u P p . .., P k } of Crit edges; 12.
FOR eacîi i, /e{ ï, 2, , à f witii J#J 3 The idea behind this algorithm is that a dérivation for if in G is guessed. For each nonterminal node Ç that is generated during this dérivation, a process is created (16) The process guesses a node v 0 e V H and a production n e P that has to generate v 0 (see 2 to 4; since G is in Greibach normal form, each production générâtes one terminal node). It is checked that v 0 is in D (this can be done as in 6 since H is connected, see Fig, I ; this trick was first used in [1] ; note that only the first process has X=S in 5, see our assumption). In 7 it is checked that all edges between nodes outside D and v 0 are established, and no more. These edges are thrown out of Crit-edges in 8, and the remaining edges incident with v 0 in H now get critical. If there are k}>l nonterminal nodes in rhs(n) (see 9), then k new processes have to be created. It is guessed Figure 2 in 11 which nonterminal node has to generate which part of the remainder of D, by partitioning Crit-edges into k parts P 1 to P k (see Fig, 2 , where k = 3 and #P i -i). This partitioning is possible, see 10. 12-13 ensures that the processes work on disconnected parts of this remaining graph (we now know that P t détermines a unique subgraph of D). In 15 the set of edges incident with ^ is defined. We see that the k new processes, which start working in parallel, are created in 16. If all these subprocesses return true, then the process accepts (18). If, in 17, no nonterminal node is left then it is checked that Crit-edges = 0; the connectedness of H ensures in this case that the process is ready generating D.
Finally we discuss the log-space and polynomial tree-size realization of the algorithm. We fïrst consider space. It is clear that 6 can be done in NSPACE (log ri), and 13 in co-NSPACE (log ri), and hence also in NSPACE (log «) [6, 15] . Second, we show that the parameters take O (log«) space at most. It suffices to prove that #Boundary and # Crit-edges are bounded by a constant. We claim that #Boundary^ #F. #A.dand #Crit-edges^ #F. #A.cP (if HeL and the dérivation is guessed correctly). Since G is neighbourhood preserving, each edge indicated by a tuple in Boundary (thus incident with Q will be used to establish an edge in H. Hence, there may not be an edge label X and a node label b such that there are more than d tuples(w, X) in Boundary with ^> H (u) -b (in fact, all these u's would finally get connected to the same node of H, which then would have degree >d). Thus, the bound on #Boundary is correct. Similarly, for a fixed ue V H , there can be at most d tuples (w, X, v) in Crit-edges. Since such an edge can only be established if u also appears in Boundary (/. e., is connected to £), the bound on #Boundary implies the bound on #Crit-edges. Thus, the amount of space given to the processes sufïices. Next we consider the tree-size. Clearly the tree of recursive calls of the algorithm has the same size as the guessed dérivation tree, which is of linear size since G is in Greibach normal form. It now suffices to observe that each recursive call takes (nondeterministic) polynomial time: this is because it works in NSPACE (logn), as discussed before. Thus the tree-size is polynomial.
• Finally, we wish to mention that it easily follows from the proof above that connected linear eNCE languages of bounded degree are in NSPACE (log ri) (a linear grammar has the property that the right-hand side of each production contains at most one nonterminal node, see [2] ; thus, linear grammars are a special type of boundary grammars). If, namely, G in the proof is linear, then k is at most one, and hence there are no concurrent processes. This was first proved in [2] .
